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ICD-10 came in like a wrecking ball, only it did very little wrecking.As Matthew Graydon (author of

ICD-10 Code Breaking: Understanding ICD-10) predicted, the implementation of ICD-10 did not stop

the presses and cause mass panic in the streets. A few "set in their way" medical professionals

(mostly doctors to tell the truth) had a few extra lines of documentation to write out, and the medical

coding community had some additional research to complete - but all in all things went

smoothly.Â However, if you&apos;re still new to ICD-10, it can be a bit daunting. Sorting through the

myths and truths of ICD-10 can be harrowing. Fortunately this book is written by an ICD-10 Certified

Trainer who has experience teaching groups from large payers and small provider offices on the

nuances of ICD-10, and what to expect when working in this new code set.Â This book is full of

information that will help you better understand the history of ICD-10, what the implementation

meant, and how to get ahold of resources that will fill the gaps in your preparedness plan. This book

is the first in a series of Health Care Literacy books from Hyde Park Publishing. While the ICD-10

implementation is only a few short weeks away, the impact of the code set will take years to fully

understand.
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A quick easy reference that I will turn to again and again in the coming years. It provides vital

information at a glance for medical coders, or those who have never coded a thing. If you are a

clinician, this reference gives handy tips on what needs to be in your documentation. If you are a

Biller or Coder, it guides you through what you need to do, and what you cannot do, if you wish your

claims to be paid. I hope this pocket-sized reference comes out in a paperback format. It'd be great



to have a copy on my desk.

Navigating ICD-10 updates can be a challenge, and finding a resource that explains things clearly

and without putting you to sleep has been even more of a challenge. However, Matthew Graydon

proves to be up to both of those challenges - using clear, easy-to-follow explanations and writing in

an engaging style that makes learning about ICD-10 a breeze!I've been looking for a resource for

me and my team for a while now, but Graydon's manual is the first I've found that meets all our

needs. I highly recommend this to anyone looking for an comprehensive (but still comprehensible)

view of ICD-10.

I bought this book in a kindle format initially. I'm so glad it's available as a paperback! Excellent

reference for nurses on required documentation for ICD-10 in a fast-find format. It covers the things

your documentation must have for claims to be billed correctly and paid timely.

This book was a great general overview! It takes a lot of the "hype" out what has been

communicated and is very down to earth. I do not feel as overwhelmed about using the new coding

system as I did before reading this.

Finally an easy to read, comprehensive guide to understanding ICD-10!

A great resource for nurses, a quick guide to documentation requirements. This guide will help you

not to have your charts sent back to you from HIM as incomplete.

Excellent resource. Easy to follow. Indexed nicely to easily find relevant information. I'd recommend

it for anyone that documents on a patient chart.
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